Finding Missing Numbers in a Multiplication Table

Find the value for \( n \) that makes the equation true. Use a multiplication table.

1. \( 21 \div 7 = n \)  
2. \( 12 \div 2 = n \)  
3. \( 10 \div 5 = n \)  
4. \( 48 \div 6 = n \)  
5. \( 16 \div 4 = n \)  
6. \( 27 \div 3 = n \)  
7. \( 72 \div 8 = n \)  
8. \( 63 \div 9 = n \)  
9. \( 35 \div 7 = n \)  

10. Mr. Bell had 24 colored markers to give equally to 6 students. How many markers did each student get?


11. A pet shop has 54 fish in 6 tanks. If there are an equal number of fish in each tank, how many fish are in each tank?


12. James has 36 tomato plants. If he plants 6 plants in a row, how many rows will he plant?


13. Critique Reasoning Hana uses a multiplication table to find the value of \( n \) in \( 49 \div 7 = n \). She says the answer is 6. Is she correct? Why or why not?


14. Enrico put 54 photographs into a scrapbook. He put 6 photographs on each page. How many pages did he fill?

A  6  B  7  C  8  D  9